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By Scott Roxborough

Summit Entertainment
landed the coup de
grace as Cannes’ market

wraps up, selling out its
main pre-sale titles includ-
ing PaulW. S. Anderson’s
upcoming 3D actioner “The
Three Musketeers.”

E1 said en garde to “Mus-
keteers” for theU.K.,Alliance
Films tookCanadian rights,
AurumProducciones nabbed
Spain andDCA secured Latin
American rights in a raft of
deals on the $80million film,
set to begin shooting late
August in Studio Babelsberg

By Scott Roxborough

The “Love” spat, as they
often do, has gone legal.
A lawyer representing

Emmanuel Benbihy, the
French producer of “Paris, Je

‘Three’ kings:
Summit sells
swashbuckler

continued on page 16

continued on page 19

By Elizabeth Guider

It was arguably only a
matter of time until
someone got the urge to

make a film about the risks
of offshore drilling, but it
took the recent, and still
ongoing, oil
slick in the
Gulf of
Mexico to
bring
money,
passion—
and the
right
celebrity— together. This
last is actor Stephen Bald-
win,who is inCannes to
talk up a documentary he
has already begun lensing
called “TheWill to Drill.”

A lotof“serendipity,”he
said,helpedget this $1.5
millionprojectoff the
ground.The focuswill be
the impactof thecurrentoil
spill and itsdevastating,and

Baldwin, friends
know the ‘Drill’

‘Love’ gone wrong:
lawsuits looming

continued on page 16
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By Stuart Kemp
and Jay A. Fernandez

B
uyers needmovies to fill
release slates, and any
titleswith solid casting
or a director attached
are generally goodbets.

And sellerswant to strike deals
at a price that realistically
reflects the economic gloomand
falling production budgetswith-
out erasing profitmargins.So
the two sides are talking, but are
they, you know, talking?

NOWAYOUT
Actors LambertWilson andSabrinaOuazani enter the
shrine ofmoviedomas theywalk the red carpet for his film
“Of God&Men”onTuesday at thePalais.
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“There are some gems out
there that we’re going to
be going after.You’ll see,
there will be plenty of deals
over the nextmonth.

— Oscilloscope’s David Fenkelcontinued on page 19

To buy or not to buy
Market fare sells, but big festival films still up for grabs
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ByRebecca Leffler

AVenezuelan terrorist is in
Cannes this year, and it’s
all George Clooney’s doing.

Five years ago, French jour-
nalist-turned-director-turned-
producer Daniel Leconte saw
Stephen Gaghan’s “Syriana”
and came away impressed by
the international scope of the
big-screen project.

“I thought: it’s crazy that the
French aren’t doing this, just
the Americans,” he said.

Leconte is CEO of Film en
Stock and Doc en Stock, a
Paris-based production house
that has produced more than

400 documentaries and several
features and TV movies.

“I thought the project
through beforehand,” he said. “I
knew that to get the budget I
was looking for, for a project of
the scale of a movie like ‘Syri-
ana,’ I needed an international,

universal topic. Then, I knew I
could reach out to international
producers for funding.”

So why Carlos?
Before becoming a director

and producer, Leconte was a
journalist who traveled the
globe covering stories for TV

and French newspapers Le
Monde and Liberation.

“I knew the story of Carlos
and had something to say about
it,” he said. “I wrote about many
of the events and characters as a
journalist at the time so the
topic was close to me.”

By Scott Roxborough

Lars von Trier has completed
casting on his new disaster
movie “Melancholia,” adding
John Hurt to a cast that includes
Kirsten Dunst, Kiefer Suther-
land, Charlotte
Rampling and
Charlotte Gains-
bourg, who won
the best actress
prize in Cannes
last year with von
Trier’s shocker
“Antichrist.”

Father and son Stellan and
Alexander Skarsgard as well as
von Trier regular Udo Kier
complete the cast of the $7.5
million production, which
starts shooting July 19 in Troll-
hattan, Sweden.

A 2011 Cannes Competition
slot is all but guaranteed for
“Melancholia,” though von
Trier will have a hard time top-
ping the scandal he set off with
“Antichrist” in 2009.

Peter A. Jensen, head of von
Trier’s production firm, Zen-
tropa, and an executive produc-
er on the project, described
“Melancholia” as a “beautiful
film about the end of the world,”

THR.com/cannesnews
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Day of the int’l co-production
Leconte’s big-budget ‘Carlos’ epic has multinational scope, funding sources
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By Stuart Kemp

The volcanic ash cloud
chaos blanketed out writer-
actor Jonnie Hurn and
director Paul Hills’ moment
in the sun during this year’s
Festival de Cannes.

The duo are in Cannes
and were due to be present-
ed with a Santa Cruz Film
Festival best narrative fea-
ture award for their U.K.
indie feature “Do Elephants
Pray?” — dished out over
the weekend in California.

But the prize never
arrived because actress
Julie Dray, who jetted out to
Santa Cruz to pick up the
award, couldn’t get back to
Cannes in time to give them
their prize.

Why the desire to have a
moment here? Well the

‘Pray’ duo looks
for silver lining

Sabrina Ouazani, with helmer Xavier Beauvois, laughs at Tuesday’s lively photocall.

By Elizabeth Guider

In making a film so austere,
rigorous, even at times excruci-
atingly slow, were you afraid of
boring the audience?

This is the kind of question
that could and does come up at
many of the press conferences
here in Cannes with directors of
films in one or another com-
petitive section of the festival.

A version of that query reared

its head again Tuesday in the
presser for “Of God And Men,” an
indeed austere, rigorous, yet sub-
tly enriching movie about Chris-
tian monks who lived among and
nurtured Moslems in the Atlas
Mountains of Algeria until they
became victims of religious and
political infighting in the region.

The film’s Gallic director
Xavier Beauvois is clearly proud
of the pacing of his movie,

Hurt down
with case of
‘Melancholia’M
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At a monastic pace
Beauvois tells monk’s tale in a languid style

Hurt
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By Elizabeth Guider

The English as a rule make
movies about the working
class or the upper crust,

but once in a while they do
something daring and focus
on, of all things, the middle
class. That’s what Stephen
Frears did with his sprightly
Competition entry “Tamara
Drewe,” which unspooled
Monday but whose presser
took place Tuesday afternoon.

The director was surrounded
by a hefty contingent of his
players and collaborators , all of
whom — Bill Camp, Dominic
Cooper, Tamsin Green, comic
novel writer Posy Simmonds
and scripter Moira Buffini —
seemed thoroughly to have
enjoyed the experience of play-
ing off of a mock graphic novel
which itself was inspired by a
Thomas Hardy novel.

Asked why he thought the
British have this predilection for
issue-oriented, class-focused
pics and why his jaunty film is

actually more in keeping with
Gallic sensibilities, the director
quipped: “Well, I’m a member
of the middle class — I know a
lot about it. ... Actually though,
it’s my wife who would know
the precise answer to that ques-
tion. (The wife conveniently
nowhere to be found.)

Another questioner had a
problem with the messaging of
the pic: Was it trying to be truth-
ful or was it playing with lies?

“Ambiguity is what’s inter-
esting, isn’t it?” he responded.
“No,” said the journalist.

“Well, I’ll defend ambiguity
til I die...and if I said I were in
favor of telling the truth, I’d be
lying.” And so the bantering
went back and forth.

There being mostly British
press at the session, the ques-
tion of the new government just
installed in that country natu-
rally came up.

“Are you going to make a
movie about the new coalition?”

“It only happened last week. It
takes time to make a film. Give us

a chance here,” Frears returned.
As for what he thinks of the

new regime: “I’m quite aston-
ished. It could be the best result
we could have expected.

“So where is Martin Sheen
when you need him?” called out
one reporter.

“Probably crouching some-
where in L.A. He’s probably in
‘Twilight 4’ or something,”
Frears riffed. ∂

Frears finds middle ground
‘Tamara Drewe’ eschews English fixation on class system

By Scott Roxborough

TrustNordisk has locked
down North America and
France for “R,” a Danish
prison drama written and
directed by Michael Noer
and Tobias Lindholm.

Olive Films acquired North
American rights and Ninety-
Seven picked up France for
the hard-hitting title, which
won the Dragon Award for
best Nordic feature at the
Gothenburg Film Festival.

In the film, the titular
prisoner R, convicted of
violent assault, is sen-
tenced to serve time is the
roughest ward of the coun-
try’s roughest prison and
has to fight to survive. “R”
was produced by Tomas

Radoor and René
Ezra for Nordisk
Film. Trust-

Nordisk sales head Susan
Wendt negotiated the

deals with Farhad Arshad
from Olive Films and Nine-
tySeven’s Bertrand Devort.

Olive is planning to
release the film theatrically
in the first half of 2011.

Prison break: ‘R’
to France, N.A.
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Helmer Stephen Frears kindly points the way for his “Tamara Drewe” co-star Dominic
Cooper at the Tuesday photocall for his first Cannes title since 1996’s “The Van.”
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By Deborah Young

A
fter years of working
on photography, poet-
ry and more experi-
mental films, Abbas
Kiarostami makes an

engaging return to narrative
cinema in a delicate, bittersweet
comedy set in romantic Italy.
“Certified Copy” slyly explores
the ins and outs of marriage and
the many ways men and women
fail to think alike. French star
Juliette Binoche will give the
film a leg up in Europe, though
wide international audiences
are probably not in the cards for
such an off-beat item.

The sardonically humorous
story of a man and a woman
whose marriage has gone cold
echoes Roberto Rossellini’s
“Voyage in Italy” (1954), in
which a British couple played
by George Sanders and Ingrid
Bergman come to Naples on the
verge of divorce and find recon-

ciliation amid the mysteries of
nature, art and religious belief.
Kiarostami is not so optimistic.

But he is strangely playful
here, perhaps under the influ-
ence of the bright Tuscan sun,
and far from the traffic-choked
streets of Tehran. Like “Ten”
and “Shirin,” a woman is the
central figure and the film
grapples, not always success-
fully, with her alien psychology.
The opening scenes are partic-
ularly slippery as the characters
struggle to get established.

At a formal book lecture, an
attractive but flighty French sin-
gle mom (Binoche) running an art
gallery in Tuscany meets British
writer James Miller (played with
great wit and aplomb by the
operatic baritone William
Shimell.) She clumsily picks him
up by inviting him to visit her
gallery. He curtly informs her,
however, that he would prefer to
spend the sunny day driving
around before his train leaves.

This is, of course, an excuse for
the Kiarostami Ur-scene of a dis-
cussion in a moving vehicle,
where the male-female clash
begins. Binoche’s aggressive out-
bursts against the distinguished
writer seem quite out of place as
she questions his philosophical
ideas and gets huffy over his
completely innocuous remarks.
It’s her romantic against his
pragmatic, from the word go.

Binoche has a chance to dis-
play her noteworthy gifts as a
comedienne, switching effort-
lessly from English to French
and Italian to build a character
that is resentful, manipulative
and seductive all at once. As the
day wears on, she fends off her
young son’s annoying phone
calls while blatantly coming on
to the handsome James.

Stopping in a picturesque lit-
tle town, they run into a wedding
(and the film is full of weddings.)
She instantly brightens up and
insists they take pictures with

the bridal couple, much against
his wishes. Thanks to a misun-
derstanding with some locals,
she gets him to pretend they are
married, which opens the doors
to a series of amusing spats. The
story takes an unexpected turn
in a pivotal scene in a restaurant,
before it comes to a touching but
satisfying conclusion.

In his first time on screen,
Shimell’s elegant cool is very
close to George Sanders’, mak-
ing him a perfect Kiarostami
stand-in. ∂

‘Certified Copy’ >COMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE Kiarostami’s
sardonic reflection on marriage
is playful, engaging Euro art
cinema under the Tuscan sun.
PRODUCTION:MK2Prods. (France),
Bibi Films (Italy), France 3 Cinema.
CAST: Juliette Binoche,William
Shimell, Jean-Claude Carriere,
AgatheNatanson.DIRECTOR:Abbas
Kiarostami.SCREENWRITER:Abbas
Kiarostami.EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
GaetanoDaniele.PRODUCERS:Angelo
Barbagallo, Charles Gillibert,Marin
Karmitz, Nathanael Karmitz.SALES:
MK2.No rating, 107minutes.
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What about your new film’s accessibility?
Does it ask a lot of the audience’s
imagination to grasp theworld
of Thai belief?
Apichatpong
Weerasethakul: I don’t
worry about that
because I think it’s
pretty universal, and
I always believe that
not every film is for
everyone. If you
worry about that,
you shouldn’t make
films.

“Uncle Boonmee” is
aboutwhere you grew
up. Howdo you describe
the Northeast of Thailand
in your film?
Weerasethakul:The North-
east is arid and dry. It’s the
most hard part of our coun-
try in terms of agriculture,
so the people are pretty
poor. They migrate a lot
to work in the big
cities like Bangkok.
We have a very big
cultural influence
from Laos and
Cambodia, so there
are a lot of animist
beliefs and tales that
I grew up with but
that I had never really
explored before. In this
film, I give an impression of
the landscape and the tales.

Is there any link between your film’s story
and the fractious political street clashes going
on in Bangkok now?
Weerasethakul:Not directly. What’s hap-

pened in Bangkok now is a class war. In
Thailand, there are such distinct classes.

People are always being oppressed,
either economically or socially, and it
was the same thing during the ‘60s
with the farmers who were trying to
have their voices heard. There’s been
neglect. During that time, with the
Communism from Laos and Viet-

nam, it was bound to happen that
they turned to these ideas.

Someof themedical equipment in
UncleBoonmee’s roomrecalls your
late father’s deathbedandyou’ve
talkeda lotabout reincarnation. Is
your father guidingyou in this film?
Weerasethakul: I’m pretty skepti-

cal myself (about reincarnation)
but in the course of researching

this movie, these things kept creep-
ing up: cases of people who remember

their past lives, with documents and wit-
nesses, so I don’t deny it. I just think it’s fas-
cinating, whether it’s true or false.

When you’rewriting, do you focus only on
the script?

Weerasethakul: I just do scripting and
meditating, Vipassana, which is

concentrated on your breath.

Howdoes it help your script
writing?
Weerasethakul: It helped my

love life (laughs) and it helped my
writing also. It just helped me con-
centrate. Normally I’m doing things

quickly, and inconsiderately, but meditation
calmed me down. Because this film is about
love and relationships, it helped me to reflect
on how I relate to myself and other people.

Is there amoral to the story you’re telling?
Weerasethakul: I’m really not sure what the
audience will get because normally I don’t like
to have a message of my work. I think film is
more than that. It should be more open to
many different interpretations because we
approach it from so many different back-
grounds. Especially for this film, which has six
reels, each one different in location and style.
With me, there’s a lot of talk about life as non-
sense. It just goes on. So it is with cinema, too.

Your filmdealswith the supernatural andwith
past lives. Do you use any kind of special
effects to achieve this on film?
Weerasethakul:We try to do this using a
mixture of video graphics and classical
effects, but still I don’t think you can tell we
used the computer because it’s really like
what an old film does, you know, dissolve
and, for something like a ghost, we use a
mirror. This film is very old fashioned in a
way ... because it is a tribute to my memory
of the old cinema I grew up with.

Does your film sensationalize Thai animist
beliefs or treat themwith some spirituality?
Weerasethakul:Because this film is also a
tribute to old Thai cinema, there are some
elements, some characters, some lighting
styles that are used, but in general the ideas
of reincarnation and belief in ghosts is very
much in our blood. I would say about 90% of
Thais believe in that. If you see the recent
demonstrations and clashes in Bangkok,
there are a lot of animist traditions in the
protests.

Doeswhat’s happening in Bangkok now startle
you?
Weerasethakul: I think it’s part of the cycle,
but what’s interesting is that I think this is
one of the biggest clashes of class, focused
on the underprivileged. Before, it was more
a clash between the army and the middle
class, but now it’s about the poor. At the
same time, it’s a different kind of war,
because there’s the Internet and many new
tactics come into play.
More than ever, you can
see clearly just how
Thailand is really shaped
by the media and how the
place has become a prop-
aganda machine. But
before long, people will
start to notice when their
web sites disappear. ∂

G
owith his nickname, Joe, rather than trying to
pronounce director Apichatpong
Weerasethakul's long Thai name and he'll still

speak freely and gently—amode important to aman
at the center of amovement for democracy in the arts
in his politically troubled homeland. Recent street
riots between red- and yellow-shirted factions have
turned deadly, but the director is quick to remind you
that, “Allmy films are gentle.” That includes, of
course, his latest Cannes Competition entry, “Uncle
BoonmeeWho Can Recall His Past Lives,” his fifth
entry on the Croissette.Weerasethakul spokewith
THR’s Jonathan Landreth about growing up in Thai-
land’s Northeast, the ongoing political clashes there
and dealingwith his country’s animist beliefs.

q&a
Wednesday, May 19, 2010

THR.com/cannes

INTERVIEW NAME

Festival entry: “Uncle Boonmee
Who Can Recall His Past Lives”
Nationality: Thai
Born: July 15, 1970
Selected filmography: "Uncle
BoonmeeWho Can Recall His Past
Lives" (2010), "Syndromes and a
Century" (2006), "Tropical Malady"
(2004), The Adventure of Iron
Pussy,” co-director (2003), "Blissfully
Yours" (2002), "Mysterious Object at
Noon" (2000)
Notable awards: Cannes Jury Prize
for "Tropical Malady"; Cannes Un
Certain Regard award for "Blissfully
Yours"; Dragons & Tigers Award at the
Vancouver International Film Festival
for "Mysterious Object at Noon"

vital stats

Formore
Q&Awith
Apichatpong
Weerasethakul,
go to
THR.com/cannes
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By Kirk Honeycutt

In 1996, seven French monks
in Tibhirine, Algeria, were
kidnapped and later killed

when negotiations broke down
between the French govern-
ment and a terrorist group.
Xavier Beauvois’ “Of God &
Men” is a methodical, heavy-
with-purpose examination of
the decision by the eight
monks — one escapes by hid-
ing under a bed — to stay in a
violence-racked country
rather than leave in the face of
threats against foreigners by
Islamic extremists.

You wouldn't want to call “Of
God & Men” a drama, for that

implies characters and conflict.
There is little of either here.
The monks are indistinguish-
able from each other because of
their piety and selflessness.
And while one monk expresses
his fears, the decision to stay is
a foregone conclusion.

The warm applause after the
film's Palais press screening
suggests the French like their
Catholic martyrs enough to
support the film when it gets
released in France on Sept. 8.
Otherwise, the theatrical mar-
ket for this ponderous film
looks exceedingly thin.

The problem is that a whiff of
saintliness envelops the Cister-
cian monks right from the start.

The doctor (Michael Lonsdale)
ministers to the sick from a
nearby village while their wise
leader (Lambert Wilson) guides
them in prayers and songs.

Occasionally, he strolls in the
picturesque countryside, as the
songs by a male choir fill the
soundtrack. Presumably, he's
pondering the monks' safety.
Then again, who knows what
he's thinking? All that can be
said is that Beauvois, who co-
wrote the script with Etienne
Comar, avoids any real scrutiny
of the monks’ refusal to leave.

Since martyrdom is viewed as
the only plausible outcome of
this decision, it’s a pity the
director never analyzes it. No

one presents any real argument
for leaving. Nor does any one
present any real reason to stay.
What is gained by their deaths,
for them or for the church? Will
it do any good for the local com-
munity they profess to honor
and serve? Does God even figure
in the decisions? They say He
does but how are they so sure?

There are eight individual
decisions to be made here,
yet Beauvois never humanizes
any of his monks. The film
instead consumes itself with
songs, communal prayers and
nightly meals.

So when snow starts to fall
and the old doctor brings
about a couple of good bottles
of red and plays Tchaikovsky's
“Swan Lake,” you know their
goose is cooked. ∂

By Ray Bennett

Abrief and friendly record of
Gilles Jacob’s time in
charge of the Festival de

Cannes includes many clips of

the famous stars and directors
that have helped make the event
known around the world with
some reminiscences by the fes-
tival president on his life and
career.

Jacob has been the face of the
festival for more than 30 years
and he relates his passage from
film critic in Paris to running
the world’s most successful
film festival. The production
will be of most interest to
cinephiles and should travel to
the smaller festivals.

In the film, he talks of his
passion for filmmakers and the
stars who sparkle on the red
carpet. He relates the key
events that helped raise the fes-
tival to its place at the pinnacle
of world cinema events. Along
the way, he touches on his fam-
ily’s experiences during World
War II and why he decided not
to follow in his father’s manu-
facturing footsteps.

Several directors offer praise
although there’s a very odd
contribution from Quentin

Tarentino, who volunteers that
his first sexual stirrings were at
the age of 4 when he saw Clau-
dia Cardinale romping in a
haystack in the film “Circus
World.”

Jacob speaks often in the film
about his affection for beautiful
movie stars but what Tarenti-
no’s recollection has to do with
that is anyone’s guess.

>COMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE DirectorXavier
Beauvoismuffsa chance to
dramatically investigateacase
of late20thcentury
martyrdom.
PRODUCTION: Armada Films,
France 3 Cinema,Why Not Prods.
CAST: LambertWilson, Michael
Lonsdale, Olivier Rabourdin, Philippe
Laudenbach, Jacques Herlin, Loic
Pichon, Xavier Maly, Jean-Marie Frin.
DIRECTOR: Xavier Beauvois.
Screenwriters: Etienne Comar, Xavier
Beauvois. Producer: Etienne Comar.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:
Caroline Champetier. PRODUCTION
DESIGNER: Michel Barthelemy.
COSTUME DESIGNER: Marielle
Robaut. EDITOR: Marie-Julie Maille.
SALES: Wild Bunch. No rating,
122minutes.

‘Of God & Men’

‘Gilles Jacob: Citizen Cannes’
>MARKET

BOTTOM LINE Flatteringprofile
of the longtimefestivalboss.
PRODUCTION:Arte France, INA
DIRECTOR:Serge LePéron.
Screenwriter: Serge LePéron.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:Olivier
Raffet, Jean-Baptiste Riére .MUSIC:
Patrick Sigwalt .EDITOR: Janice Jones.
SALES:Arte France.No rating, 67
minutes.
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By Ray Bennett

Five short films set in the
hillside slums of Rio de
Janeiro and directed by

young filmmakers who live
there make up a film that
renews faith in the kind of
moviemaking that lives and
breaths, and reflects the human
spirit in all its colors.

It’s the result of a project set
up by Brazilian producers Carlos
Diegues and Renata De Almeida
Magalhaes that involved 200
youngsters in filmmaking work-
shops and master classes by
such directors as Nelson Pereira
dos Santos, Ruy Guerra, Fernan-
do Meirelles and Walter Salles.

Made using the same crew,
the films reflect the experiences
and vision of the youngsters,
whose work offers an unblink-
ing view of life in the favelas
where poverty rules. Hopes are
often dashed there and lives can
be short but the talent on dis-
play in the mix of grim reality
and everyday kindness gives
cause for optimism.

The pace of life in the favelas
shown in the films combines
cheerful camaraderie and fear-

ful suspicion with gangs ram-
pant, police corrupt and neigh-
borhoods protective.

The first short, titled “Source
of Income,” directed by Manaira
Carneiro and Wagner Moraes,
shows a decent young man win-
ning a place at law school only to
find that he cannot afford the bus
fare, let alone textbooks. Rich
classmates automatically assume
that living in the favela gives him
access to drugs and, to prevent
his mother resorting to a loan
shark, he decides to start dealing
with near catastrophic results.

In “Rice and Beans,” directed
by Rodrigo Felha and Cacau
Amaral, a small boy decides to
give his father a rare treat on his

By Peter Brunette

It’s a truism that one doesn’t
really “review” a film by the
venerable French director

Jean-Luc Godard, who turns 80
this year, and whose first, game-
changing film, “Breathless,” came
out exactly a half-century ago.
Merely describing a new Godard
offering is in itself a triumph.

“Film Socialisme,” like most of
his other essay films, is all over
the place and (purposely) impos-
sible to follow, but the master is
adept at making you feel that if
you don’t understand it, it’s your
fault, not his. In any case it’s true
that he tosses out more ideas in
five minutes than most directors
manage to come up with in two
hours or in whole careers.

But it’s also true that Godard
films are much less fun to actu-
ally watch than they are to argue
about afterward. Hence, the-
atrical possibilities seem limit-
ed, outside of Godard’s home
territory of intellectual Europe,
but ancillary sales could be
robust. He is, after all, Jean-Luc
Godard. He is iconic.

“Film Socialisme” is being
touted as a “symphony in three
movements,” which accords well
with Godard’s continuing inter-
est in the expressive, non-lin-

‘Film
Socialisme’

‘5 x Favela:
Now By Ourselves’
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guistic power of music, and in the
complex relations between sound
and image. The first section — by
far the best — is set mostly on a
cruise ship, by means of which
Godard gets to indulge in his
favorite activity, attacking the
clueless bourgeoisie. The juxta-
position of gorgeous images of
the sea with the banalities of
ship life (e.g., the mass celebrat-
ed for the Italian Catholics on
board) is priceless.

The second part concerns
“Our Europe,” in which some
children pose impossible-to-
answer, non-sequitur questions
to their parents. It is much less
coherent and even, at times,
rather simple-minded. The final
section revisits the places of
“Our Humanities,“ including
Egypt, Palestine, Odessa, Hellas
(Greece), Naples and Barcelona.
Here, the method is that of the
juxtaposition of sound and image
that occupied part one.

Throughout, Godard employs

the startling capitals, in a variety
of striking colors, that have
become his trademark way of
mixing the written text with the
visual image, thereby confound-
ing the two. These take on a
rhythmic life of their own. By far
the most fascinating novelty,
however, is Godard’s decision to
employ two and three word sum-
maries of various lines of French
dialogue in the English subtitles
rather than trying to faithfully
capture the entirety of each and
every gnomic utterance. ∂

birthday by earning enough to
buy a chicken for the dinner
table. With a buddy, he washes a
car and clears horse manure from
the street but the car owner says
he cannot pay until the next day
and local bullies take their other
earnings. They decide to steal a
chicken but a story related later
by the father makes the son
decide to make up for his actions.

The harshest tale is “A Violin
Concert,” directed by Luciano
Vidigal, in which three child-
hood friends end up on opposite
sides of the law. One man is now
a police officer and the other a
gangster who involves his musi-
cian girlfriend in a violent gang
war. The punishment meted out

when rival tribes clash is shock-
ingly brutal and leaves the cop
with only one terrible way to
keep his friends from suffering.

“Let It Fly,” directed by Cadu
Barcellos, is reminiscent of
“The Kite Runner,” with boys
flying kites from rooftops. But
when one kite is cut and lands in
another favela, a boy must risk
his life to retrieve it.

A favela community faces a
Christmas Day without electrici-
ty in “Let There Be Light,” direct-
ed by Luciana Bezerra. With food
to cook, beer to chill, and decora-
tive lights to be plugged in, family
and friends are anxious for one
frightened lineman to fix things.
It doesn’t look good until the man
decides to break the rules.

The final image of one patch
of light on a dark mountain
seems to sum up what the proj-
ect means and suggests that the
future of Brazilian filmmaking is
in good hands.∂

>OUTOFCOMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE Terrific collection
of tales fromRiode Janeira’s
favelas toldbyyoung
filmmakerswho live there.
PRODUCTION : LuzMagica.
DIRECTORS:Manaira Carneiro&
WagnerMoraes, Rodrigo Felha&Cacau
Amaral, LucianoVidigal; Cadu
Barcellos, LucianaBezerra.
PRODUCERS:Carlos Diegues, Renata
DeAlmeidaMagalhaes.SALES:Elle
Driver. No rating, 103minutes.

>UNCERTAINREGARD

BOTTOM LINE Another
brilliant/impenetrable
offering from themaster of
the essay film.
PRODUCTION:Vega Film.CAST:
Catherine Tanvier, Patti Smith, Robert
Maloubier.DIRECTOR: Jean-Luc
Godard.SCREENWRITER: Jean-Luc
Godard.SALES:WildBunch.No rating,
101minutes.
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By Duane Byrge

“4, 3, 2, 1” … blast off for this
slamming cinematic from
Icon. A frantic, back-

and-forth romp as four girls
careen through three days in two
cities and solve the big diamond
caper, this diversion should pack
in pounds in the U.K.

A whirlwind smash of now-
and-then storytelling, “4, 3, 2,
1” plays loose and fast. Hinged
loosely around a cheeky
MacGuffin — diamonds in a
Pringles container — it’s a
frothy frolic juiced by the
appealing foursome who star as
the hyperactive and ultra-
attractive lasses: Emma
Roberts, Tamsin Egerton,

Ophelia Lovibund and Shanika
Warren-Markland.

They’re a rebellious lot, each
with their individual “issues,”
ranging from secret Internet
boyfriends, low self-esteem,
depression and family identity
issues. Screenwriter Noel
Clarke has hot-wired their
individual stories onto the dia-
mond-caper plotline, and
cross-connected them into an
entertaining if not always com-
prehensible story.

It’s unabashedly style over
substance in every way: from the
zesty performances, the glossy
surfaces, the smash cuts, the
rampaging score. Credit director
Noel Clarke and Mark Davis for
their filmmaking wizardry, and,
also, for stimulating the free-
wheeling performances.

Among the foursome, Tam-
sin Egerton stands out as a
headstrong rich girl, while

Shanika Warren-Markland
brandishes a feminist ferocity
with sex appeal. In a cameo,
filmmaker Kevin Smith is prop-
erly appalling as the airline
traveler from hell.

Special credit to editor Mark
Everson for the complex
cross-cuts and the warp-
speed pacing which make “4”
a very nice score. ∂

‘4, 3, 2, 1’

By Deborah Young

When young director
Pablo Trapero shot “El
Bonaerense” in 2002, he

pushed the frontiers of socially
realistic cinema in Argentina;
with “Carancho” he returns to
the same nitty-gritty terrain
where police corruption is a
given and survival depends on
beating your rivals to a pulp
before they hit on you. Inspired
by the sultry smooth atmos-
phere of Hollywood film noir,
“Carancho” spills the beans
about corrupt hospitals that
allow unscrupulous lawyers to
make a mint on other people’s
calamities.

Low-key is far from Trap-
ero’s esthetic, of course, and as
co-editor he injects the film
with the pummeling rhythm of

a heavy metal session. Punish-
ing for some, it could be just the
cup of tea for the young male
demographic.

Added value comes from
leading star Ricardo Darin as a
legal vulture who wants to get
out of the business after he
meets straight arrow Martina
Gusman (the film’s executive
producer) in the role of an ER
medic. It’s a nice, modern twist
on the flatfoot who falls for the
blonde of yore, and Trapero’s

muscular filmmaking keeps the
love story fast and fresh.

The film opens with a beauti-
fully edited, stop-motion
sequence of a car accident and
the information that 8,000
Argentines die on the road each
year. They don’t all have decent
insurance, and that is where
Hector Sosa (Darin) comes in.

The “Foundation” he works
for is charitable only to them-
selves, appropriating the lion’s
share of the claims they handle.
The dark, seedy office is right out
of the 1940s, like the hard-nosed
bruisers who run the joint. Com-
plications arise when he meets
Lujan (Gusman), an innocent-
looking young doctor who works
the night shift on ambulance
duty. She brushes him off but he
won’t take no for an answer.
Their relationship is earthy and
real, grounding the violent story
in believable emotions.

Crash after crash, the victims
of road accidents keep pouring
into the run-down hospital
where Lujan works, littered with
garbage and smeared with blood.
She keeps herself on an even keel
shooting up in the bathroom;
when Sosa finds out she’s a
junkie, he takes it in stride. His
heart of gold makes him want to
help some of the accident vic-
tims, while earning a little money
on the side. This leads to a con-
flict of interest with his employ-
ers and to a dramatically over-
the-top finale that goes too far to
be satisfying. ∂

>MARKET

BOTTOM LINE Girl power times4
in this sexy Icondivertissement.
PRODUCTION: Unstoppable
Entertainment.CAST: EmmaRoberts,
Tamsin Egerton,Ophelia Lovibund,
ShanikaWarren-Markland,Mandy
Patinkin, HelenMcCrory, Noel Clarke,
Kevin Smith.DIRECTORS: Noel Clarke,
MarkDavis.SCREENWRITER: Noel
Clarke.PRODUCERS: DamonBryant,
Noel Clarke,MarkDavis, DeanO’Toole.
NoRating, 110minutes.

‘Carancho’ >UNCERTAINREGARD

BOTTOM LINE Tough-as-nails
accident thriller fromArgentina
unveils corruption inhospitals.
PRODUCTION: Matanza Cine, Finecut,
Patagonik, Ad Vitam, L90. Cast:
Ricardo Darin,Martina Gusman.
Director: Pablo Trapero.
SCREENWRITER: Alejandro Fadel,
MartinMauregui, SantiagoMitre, Pablo
Trapero. PRODUCER: Pablo Trapero.
SALES: Finecut. No rating, 107minutes.
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‘Biutiful’ Party
@Majestic Beach

Amariachi band, sombreros and two parties going on at the same
time could only mean one thing: the three amigos were in town. Of

course, by that we mean Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu, because the other
two, Alfonso Cuaron and Guillermo Del Toro, weren’t. But that didn’t
stop this year’s party crown from landing on a “Biutiful” head thanks to
a throwback to the old days of sophistication, star power and industry heavyweights.

>>Attendees: The cast of Inarritu’s “Biutiful,” led by Javier Bardem and Maricel Alvarez, mixed it up with
Penelope Cruz, while the party had a heavy Focus on Universal. Focus Features International chief Alison
Thompson, former Universal Pictures president David Linde and Focus Features CEO James Schamus
rubbed shoulders with Christian Grass, Universal Pictures International president of international pro-
duction and acquisitions, Nat Geo movie boss Daniel
Battsek and UTA agent Bec Smith.

>>Cuisine:Clever chocolate coffee desserts, deep
fried shrimp and other Majestic (hotel) finger
delights paved the way to a tequila bar and long
bars dishing out all a boy could ask for. Giant,
expensive hanging hams and salamis also tempted
early partygoers with the promise of meat to come.

>>Highlights/lowlights: Penelope Cruz is a high-
light in most people’s book, male or female. In
terms of lowlights, how many times does the
industry need to be told that VIP areas at such
affairs are so, well, cuatro anos atras.  

— Stuart Kemp
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Morgan Creek
Int’l Annual
Cannes Brunch
@ Moulin de Mougins

If Coca-Cola hadn’t already coined the phrase “the
pause that refreshes,” then Morgan Creek could well

adopt it for its annual brunch on the shaded patios of
the Moulin de Mougins. Offering a break from the crush
of the Croisette, Morgan Creek CEO James G. Robinson,
his sons David and Brian, and company COO Rick Nicita
welcomed guests to the low-key gathering as, if on cue,
the overcast skies gave way to a sun-dappled afternoon. 

>>Attendees:A high-powered crowd included
Ablo’s Andre Boissier, Citibank’s Tom Garry, E1
Benelux’s Jan Kouwenhoven, Gaga’s Tom Yoda, Gulf
Films’ Salim Ramia and Svensk Filmindustri’s Peter
Fornstam and Robert Enmark among others.

>>Cuisine: Free-flowing mimosas, made-to-order
omelettes, crispy bacon, freshy rasperries and tray
upon tray of fruit-topped pastries.

>>Highlights/lowlights: The relaxed atmosphere
was so seductive that the only downside to its escape
from the Cannes’ frenzy is that business inevitably
beckoned and with it a return to the Croisette.

— Gregg Kilday

Trophée Chopard Soirée
@ Martinez Hotel, Penthouse Suite

Classy Euroglam to the max is the best descrip-
tion of Caroline Gruosi-Scheufele’s parties. The

co-president of Chopard hosted what she called
an “intimate party”
with a few of her
beautiful friends —
think gorgeous
international mod-
els clad in glam-
orous gowns drip-
ping in diamonds at
a luxurious suite at
the Martinez. The celebration was to award
Trophée Chopard to this year’s winners — Edward
Hogg and Liya Kebede. A gorgeous wrap-around
terrace appointed in swanky lounge sofas encir-
cled the suite. There was a light chill but pedestal
heaters kept the crowd warm. Some women,
including Caroline, covered up their revealing
gowns with pricy pashminas. The Gypsy Queens,
serenaded guests on the terrace.

>>Attendees:Helen Mirren with husband
Taylor Hackford, Michelle Rodriguez, inter-
national models Moran Atlas and Esti Gins-
burg. Thierry Fremaux, Marche du Film top-
per Jerome Paillard, China Movie Channel vp
Jia Qi and Champs Lis International president
Michelle Lee all played host at the event.

>>Cuisine: In addition to the killer risotto,
bite-sized passed appetizers of tuna, salmon
and petit fours were minimal. How else are
the ladies going to slip in to their size 2
gowns? There was plenty of Boizet cham-
pagne and Grey Goose vodka.

>>Highlights/lowlights: The intimate size,
the venue and the view from the terrace that
offered a spectacular firework display courtesy
of the Marche party made up for the minimal
food and low star-wattage.

— Mira Advani Honeycutt

4 martinis

3.5 martinis

THR.com/
cannesparty line

Wednesday, May 19, 2010

4 martinis
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>TODAY
8:30 Sound of Noise, Critics
Week, Sweden, 98 mins, Wild
Bunch, Bunuel; Todos Vos
Sodes Capitans, Directors’
Fortnight, Spain, 78 mins,
Theatre Croisette

9:30,Cheburashka,Russia, 80
mins, Toho Co.,  Ltd., Palais F;
Nenette, France, 70 mins, Les
Films Du Losange, Palais H; Jean-
Michel Basquiat: The Radiant
Child, USA, 90 mins, Fortissimo
Films, Gray 2; Passenger Side,
Canada, 85 mins, Breakaway
Media Lp, Lerins 1; Orly,Germany,
83 mins, Films Boutique, Riviera
2; Glamrock City, France, 87
mins, Filmfestivals / M21, Palais J;
Fertile Ground (After Dark
Originals), USA, 95 mins, IM
Global, Palais B;Hooked
(International Version), Russia,
130 mins, Sovexportfilm, Lerins 2;
The Beast, India, 70 mins,
Cinema Verite, Gray 4; Street

Days,Georgia, 86 mins,
Intercinema Agency, Palais D;
Into Our Own Hands, France,
90 mins, Doc & Film
International, Riviera 4

9:45, Personal Baggage,
Slovenia, 124 mins, Slovenian
Film Fund, Palais G;  10 1/2,
Canada, 116 mins, Telefilm
Canada, Riviera 1

10:00Women Are Heroes,
Critics Week, France, 80 mins,
Elle Driver, Star 2; The Light
Thief, Directors’ Fortnight,
Kyrgystan, 80 mins, Match
Factory, Arcades 2; Sweet Evil,
France, 90 mins, Umedia, Riviera
3; And Soon the Darkness,
USA, 91 mins, Studiocanal, Gray
1;Room In Rome, Spain, 108
mins, Wild Bunch, Star 1;Amore
14, Italy, 95 mins, Adriana Chiesa
Enterprises, Olympia 3; Draw
Yourself ..., France, 70 mins,
Doc & Film International, Palais I;
Wandering Streams (no
press), France, 90 mins, Funny
Balloons, Palais C; Blue Train,
Serbia, 105 mins, Film Center
Serbia, Gray 3;American
Sunset, Canada, 90 mins, ID
Communications Inc., Palais K; It
Begins With the End, France,
88 mins, Films Distribution,
Olympia 4

11:00 All Good Children,
Directors’ Fortnight, Ireland,
80 mins, Backup Films,
Theatre Croisette; Black
Heaven,Out of Competition,
France, 100 mins, Memento
Films International, Bunuel; Bi
Don’t Be Afraid, Critics Week,
Vietnam, 90 mins, Acrobates
Films, Miramar; The Lips, Un
Certain Regard, Argentina, 100
mins, Latinofusion, Debussy

11:30 Le Quattro Volte,
Directors’ Fortnight, Italy, 88
mins, Coproduction Office,
Arcades 1; Ano Bisiesto,
Directors’ Fortnight, Mexico,
92 mins, Pyramide
International, Palais H;
Optical Illusions, Chile, 102
mins, Films Boutique, Gray 2;
Two In The Wave, France, 90
mins, Wide Management
Enterprise, Palais B; Blank City,
USA, 100 mins, Celluloid
Dreams, Palais J; The Thin
Prize, Cuba, 90 mins, Icaic -
Productora Internacional, Palais
D; Forest Creatures, Croatia,
120 mins, Croatian Audiovisual
Centre, Gray 4; Vincent Wants
To Sea, Germany, 96 mins,

Beta Cinema, Riviera 2;
Dismissed, Brazil, 100 mins,
Cinema Do Brasil, Palais F;
Tanner Hall, USA, 94 mins,
Moving Pictures Film & TV,
Lerins 1; Amelie Au Pays Des
Bodin’s, France, 80 mins, Doc
& Film International, Arcades 3

12:00 Carlos,Out of
Competition, France, 150 mins,
StudioCanal, Lumiere (ticket
required); Sandcastle, Critics
Week, Singapore, 90 mins,
Fortissimo Films, Arcades 2;
The Lips, Un Certain Regard,
Argentina, 100 mins,
Latinofusion, Lerins 2; The Con
Artist, USA, 88 mins, Myriad
Pictures, Riviera 1; The Wedding
Photographer, Sweden, 113
mins, Nonstop Sales Ab, Palais
E;Clash of Civilization Over
An Elevator In Piazza Vittorio,
Italy, 96 mins, Intramovies,
Palais C; Born To Suffer, Spain,
112 mins, Latido, Palais G; Four
Lions, United Kingdom, 94 mins,
Wild Bunch, Star 1; L’avenue
Des Palmiers Blessés, Tunisia,
100 mins, Chambre Syndicale
Nationale Des Producteurs De
Films-Utica, Gray 3; Behind
Your Eyes, USA, 91 mins,
Vesuvio International, Palais K;
India By Song, India, 70 mins,
Filmistan Ltd, Gray 1

13:15 Life, Above All, Un
Certain Regard, Germany, 105
mins, Bavaria Film Inter -
nation al, Bazin

13:30 Dear Prudence, Critics
Week, France, 80 mins,
Pyramide International, Palais
H; Young Girls in Black,
Directors’ Fortnight, France,
85 mins, Les Films du
Losange, Riviera 4; Say Hello
to My Little Friend, Short
Film Corner, National Film
Board of Canada, Palais F;
Angels With Dirty Wings,
Germany, 86 mins, WTP
International Gmbh, Riviera 2;
Space Girls In Beverly Hills,
USA, 90 mins, ITN Distribution,
Palais D;The Beauty And
Paparazzo, Portugal, 107 mins,
Portuguese Film Producers
Association, Lerins 1; Hunting
Down Small Predators,
Bulgaria, 95 mins, Bulgarian
National Film Center,Gray 2;
Press, Japan, 85 mins,
Supercute, Gray 4; One
Hundred Mornings, Ireland, 83
mins, Blinder Films, Palais J;
Different From Whom?, Italy,
102 mins, Wide Management
Enterprise, Palais B; Robert
Mitchum Est Mort, Acid;
Arcades 1 

THR.com/cannesscreenings
Festival films in black; all titles in bold Wednesday, May 19, 2010

>>>market+festival

8:30
Poetry, South
Korea, 139
mins, Finecut
(ticket
required)

11:30
On Tour, France, 105 mins,
Le Pacte, Riviera 4

11:45
Of Gods and Men, France,
123 mins, Wild Bunch,
Salle du 60eme

13:30
Certified Copy, France,
110 mins, MK2, Star 3

14:15
Certified Copy, France,
110 mins, MK2, Salle du
60eme

15:30
Outrage, Japan, 109 mins,
Celluloid Dreams, Arcades 3

19:00
Poetry, South Korea, 
139 mins, Finecut (ticket
required)

22:30
My Joy, Ukraine, 127 mins,
Fortissimo Films 
(ticket required)

In Competition

“The African Queen”
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14:00 Boxing Gym,
Directors’ Fortnight, U.S., 91
mins, Doc & Film
International, Arcades 2;
Udaan, Un Certain Regard,
India, 146 mins, UTV Motion
Pictures, Debussy; Todos Vos
Sodes Capitans, Directors’
Fortnight, Spain, 78 mins,
Theatre Croisette; The Silent
House, Directors’ Fortnight,
Uruguay, 79 mins, Elle Driver,
Star 2; Khan Kluay 2,
Thailand, 95 mins, Kantana
Creative Services Company
Limited, Gray 3;Magic Silver,
Norway, 83 mins, Nonstop
Sales Ab, Palais E; Howl, USA,
90 mins, The Match Factory,
Star 1; Moomins And The
Comet Chase, Finland, 75
mins, Nonstop Sales Ab, Palais
I; Ce n’est qu’un Debut,
France, 97 mins, Le Pacte,
Lerins 2; The Last Flight Of
Flamingo, Mozambique, 90
mins, Les Cinemas Du Monde,
Palais G; L’amour Fou, France,
100 mins, Films Distribution,
Riviera 1; Behind Your Eyes,
USA, 91 mins, Vesuvio
International, Palais K; Tender
May, Russia, 110 mins, B-
Tween, Riviera 3; One
Hundred Years of Evil,
Sweden, 86 mins, Eight
Millimetres Ab, Gray 1

14:30 Cinefondation I,
Unknown, Cinefondation,
Bunuel

15:00 Moyens Metrages,
Critics Week, Miramar

15:30 Sound of Noise,
Critics Week, Sweden, 98
mins, Wild Bunch, Star 4;
Two Gates of Sleep,
Directors’ Fortnight, U.S., 78
mins, Recreation, Arcades 1;
The Lips, Un Certain Regard,
Argentina, 100 mins,
Latinofusion, Bazin; When We
Leave, Germany, 119 mins,
Telepool Gmbh, Riviera 2; After
the Waterfall, New Zealand,
100 mins, NZ Film, Star 3;
Entre Sabanas, Colombia, 90
mins, Kevin Williams
Associates (KWA S.L.), Palais
D; The Spirit Molecule, USA,
85 mins, Spectral Alchemy,
Palais J; Ana, Mexico, 90 mins,
Lo Coloco Films, Palais I; I Am
Kalam, India, 87 mins, Idream
Independent Pictures, Palais B;
One Life Maybe Two, Italy, 88
mins, Intramovies, Riviera 4;
Bróder, Brazil, 92 mins,
Cinema Do Brasil, Palais F; Off
World, Canada, 77 mins, Theo
Films, Lerins 1; Put Up Your
Dux, USA, 62 mins, One Step
Productions, Gray 2; D/S,
France, 90 mins, Rendez-Vous
Pictures, Gray 4

16:00 Everything Will Be

Fine, Directors’ Fortnight,
Denmark, 90 mins, Match
Factory, Arcades 2; Black
Diamond, France, 101 mins,
Roche Productions, Palais K;
The Threeway Wedding (buy-
ers only), France, 103 mins, Doc
& Film International, Riviera 3; 8
Times Up, France, 102 mins,
Films Boutique, Riviera 1;
Modern Day Slaves,USA, 50
mins, Itn Distribution, Gray 3;
The Fifth Execution (invitation
only), Russia, 110 mins, Arsenal-
Tv Studio, Lerins 2; The
Drummond Will, United
Kingdom, 81 mins, Two Bells
Productions, Gray 1; Prowl
(After Dark Originals), USA, 95
mins, IM Global, Palais E; A
Night at the Club, France, 87
mins, Colifilms Diffusion, Palais
C;At Home By Myself ... With
You, Canada, 83 mins, Pocket
Change Films Ltd., Palais I;
Nannerl,  Mozart’s Sister,
France, 120 mins, Wide Manage -
ment Enterprise, Palais G

17:00 Octobre, Un Certain
Regard, Peru, 83 mins,
UMedia, Debussy; Stones in
Exile, Directors’ Fortnight, U.K.,
61 mins, Theatre Croisette;
Psycho, Cannes Classics, U.S.,
109 mins, Salle du 60eme

17:30 Bi Don’t Be Afraid,
Critics Week, Vietnam, 90
mins, Acrobates Films,
Miramar; Gigola, France, 102
mins, Wide Management
Enterprise, Palais B; The Last
Harbor, USA, 95 mins, Media 8
Entertainment, Palais J; Murder
Farm, Germany, 104 mins, The
Match Factory, Riviera 2; The
Last Flight of the Flamingo,
Portugal, 90 mins, Portuguese
Film Producers Association,
Palais H; Bang Rajan 2,
Thailand, 110 mins, Phranakorn
Film Co.,  Ltd., Palais D; Ave,
Bulgaria, 105 mins, Bulgarian
National Film Center, Gray 2;
Little Rose, Poland, 118 mins,
Wfdif - Documentary & Feature
Film Studio, Palais F; Stained,
Canada, 90 mins, Horizon
Motion Pictures, Lerins 1; Being
Here, Tunisia, 120 mins,
Chambre Syndicale Nationale
Des Producteurs De Films-
Utica, Gray 4

17:45 Blue Valentine, Un
Certain Regard, U.S., 120
mins, Hyde Park
International, Bazin

18:00 Cleveland vs. Wall
Street,Directors’ Fortnight,
Switzerland, 98 mins, Films
Distribution, Riviera 1; 2B, USA,
132 mins, Terasem Media And
Films, Palais E; Memoirs of a
Teenage Amnesiac, Japan, 123
mins, Toei Company,  Ltd., Palais
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C;The Man Beyond the Bridge,
India, 96 mins, National Film
Development Corporation Nfdc,
Riviera 3; Portrait of a Fighter
As A Young Man, Romania, 120
mins, Coach 14, Gray 1;Secret
Screening, Unknown, 300 mins,
Doc & Film International, Arcades
2; Tutumuch,Canada, 83 mins,
Telefilm Canada, Lerins 2; 

19:15 Chantrapas,Out of
Competition, France, 130
mins, Les Films du Losange,
Salle du 60eme

19:30  The African Queen,
Cannes Classics, U.K., 105
mins, Park Circus Films,
Bunuel; Stones in Exile,
Directors’ Fortnight, U.K., 61
mins, Theatre Croisette; Black
Forest, Germany, 79 mins, Sola
Media / Atrix Films, Lerins 1

20:00 Fix Me,ACID, France, 98
mins, Arcades 1; Courts
Metrages: Collection Canal+,
Critics Week, Miramar;
Focaccia Blues, Italy, 90 mins,
Minerva Pictures Group, Palais B;
Damned by Dawn, 81 mins,
Odin’s Eye Entertainment; Palais 1

20:30 Seducing Charlie
Barker, USA, 93 mins, Kanbar
Entertainment, Lerins 2

21:30Women Are Heroes,
Critics Week, France, 80 mins,
Elle Driver, Cinema de la Plage

21:45 Tamara Drewe,Out of
Competition, U.K., 115 mins,
Westend Films, Salle du
60eme

22:00 All Good Children,
Directors’ Fortnight, Ireland,
80 mins, Backup Films,
Theatre Croisette; Udaan,Un
Certain Regard, India, 146
mins, UTV Motion Pictures,
Debussy

22:30 Bi Don’t Be Afraid,
Critics Week, Vietnam, 90
mins, Acrobates Films,
Miramar; Two Gates of Sleep,
Directors’ Fortnight, U.S., 78
mins, Recreation, Arcades 1

>THURSDAY
8:30 Bi Don’t Be Afraid,
Critics Week, Vietnam, 90
mins, Acrobates Films, Bunuel

9:00 The Joy, Directors’
Fortnight, Brazil, 106 mins,
Figa Films, Theatre Croisette

9:30 Ana,Mexico, 90 mins, Lo
Coloco Films, Palais I

10:00 A Wake, Canada, 85
mins, Six Island Productions,
Palais I;  The House of
Branching Love, Finland, 102
mins, Wide Management
Enterprise, Palais C;  Archite -
ctures Of Power, Brazil, 100
mins, Cinema Do Brasil, Gray 3

11:00 Lights Out, Un Certain
Regard, France, 87 mins, TF1
International, Debussy;Picco,
Directors’ Fortnight, Germany,
104 mins, Rezo, Theatre
Croisette; Festival de Morelia
+ Revolucion, Critics Week,
Miramar; Cinefondation II
Unknown, Cinefondation,
Bunuel

11:30 Three Stories of
Galicia, Ukraine, 83 mins,
Ukrainian Cinema Foundation,
Gray 2; Edge of the Empire,
Thailand, 117 mins, Kantana
Creative Services Company
Limited, Palais B; Mission
London, Bulgaria, 108 mins,
Bulgarian National Film Center,
Palais H; About My Father,
Cambodia, 52 mins, Les
Cinemas Du Monde, Gray 4;
Tutumuch, Canada, 83 mins,
Telefilm Canada, Lerins 1;
Website Story, Romania, 82
mins, Elefant Film, Palais D

12:00 The Belgrade
Phantom, Serbia, 82 mins,
Wide Management Enterprise,
Palais C; Blank City, USA, 100
mins, Celluloid Dreams, Palais I;
Family Tree, France, 105 mins,
Films Distribution, Riviera 1;
Genius of Beauty, Singapore,
102 mins, Imagical Arts Pte Ltd,
Gray 1; The Katy_ Massacre,
Poland, 41 mins, Wfdif -
Documentary & Feature Film
Studio, Palais E

12:15 The Two Escobars,Out
of Competition, Colombia, 90
mins, Wild Bunch, Star 2

13:30 The Mess We’re In,
Short Film Corner, National
Film Board of Canada, Palais F

14:00Programme Courts 1,
Directors’ Fortnight, Theatre
Croisette; Lula,  The Son of
Brazil, Brazil, 128 mins, Cinema
Do Brasil, Palais G;  Hamlet
XXI, Russia, 145 mins,
Sovexportfilm, Palais E

14:30 Udaan, Un Certain
Regard, India, 146 mins, UTV
Motion Pictures, Bazin;
Cinefoundation III,
Cinefoundation, Bunuel;
Cinefondation III Unknown,
Cinefondation, Bunuel

15:00Nisi Masa: 7 Courts
Metrages, Critics Week,
Miramar
15:30 Illegal, Directors’

Fortnight, Belgium, 95 mins,
Films Distribution, Riviera 2;
The Rainbow, Croatia, 74
mins, Croatian Audiovisual
Centre, Palais B; Dismissed,
Brazil, 100 mins, Cinema Do
Brasil, Palais D; Viva This
Cinema, Tunisia, 90 mins,
Chambre Syndicale Nationale
Des Producteurs De Films-
Utica, Gray 4

16:00 The Lips, Un Certain
Regard, Argentina, 100 mins,
Latinofusion, Palais 1

16:45 Lights Out, Un Certain
Regard, France, 87 mins, TF1
International, Debussy

17:00 Boxing Gym, Directors’
Fortnight, U.S., 91 mins, Doc &
Film International, Theatre
Croisette; Mest, Cannes
Classics, Kazakstan, 96 mins,
Bunuel

17:30The Robber, Germany,
97 mins, Films Distribution,
Riviera 2;  Vulnerable, Lebanon,
52 mins, Fondation Liban
Cinema, Palais D; Eva,
Romania, 90 mins, Elefant Film,
Palais H

18:30 Mother, Lebanon and
Me, 70 mins, Fondation Liban
Cinema, Palais D

19:30 The Joy, Directors’
Fortnight, Brazil, 106 mins,
Figa Films, Theatre Croisette

19:45Psycho, Cannes
Classics, U.S., 109 mins, Salle
du 60eme

20:00 Puruit, ACID, France,
90 mins, ACID, Arcades 1;
Une Riviere Nommee
Titash, Cannes Classics,
India, 158 mins, Bunuel;
Soiree de Cloture, Critics
Week, Miramar; Demon’s
Twilight, Italy, 85 mins,
Minerva Pictures Group, 
Palais B

22:00Picco, Directors’
Fortnight, Germany, 104 mins,
Rezo, Theatre Croisette

22:30 Ha’meshotet,
Directors’ Fortnight, Israel, 86
mins, Arcades 1

>FRIDAY
10:00 The Wedding Cake,
France, 93 mins, Films
Distribution, Riviera 1

11:00 Cinefondation IV,
Unknown,  Cinefondation, Bunuel

16:30 Palmares
Cinefondation, France,
Cinefondation, Bunuel     

14

>FRIDAY
8:30
Poetry, South
Korea, 139 mins,
Finecut (ticket
required)

11:30
On Tour, France, 105 mins,
Le Pacte, Riviera 4

11:45
Of Gods and Men, France,
123 mins, Wild Bunch,
Salle du 60eme

13:30
Certified Copy, France,
110 mins, MK2, Star 3

14:15
Certified Copy, France,
110 mins, MK2, 
Salle du 60eme

15:30
Outrage, Japan, 109 mins,
Celluloid Dreams, Arcades 3

19:00
Poetry, South Korea, 
139 mins, Finecut (ticket
required)

22:30
My Joy, Ukraine, 127 mins,
Fortissimo Films 
(ticket required)

>SATURDAY
8:30 Exodus, Germany,
150 mins, Wild Bunch
(ticket required)

12:00
The Frankenstein Project,
Hungary, 118 mins, Coprod -
uction Office (ticket
required); Outside the Law,
Algeria, 140 mins, Studio -
Canal, Salle du 60eme

15:00
Uncle Boonmee Who 
Can Recall His Past
Lives, Thailand, 
110 mins, Match Factory,
Salle du 60eme

19:00
Exodus, Germany, 150
mins, Wild Bunch (ticket
required)

22:30
The Frankenstein
Project, Hungary, 118
mins, Coproduction Office
(ticket required)

>SUNDAY
19:15
Closing ceremony,
Lumiere,(ticket required) 

20:00
The Tree,Out of Compe -
tition, France, 97 mins,
Memento Films Inter -
national (ticket required)

In CompetitionScreenings
continued from page  13
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Participant has an unabashed social-change
agenda, so that deal didn’t initially strikeme
as a natural fit for a company backed by oil
money. Howdid the relationship comeabout?
EdwardBorgerding:The strategy of Imagena-
tion is to identify and interact with the best
of world cinema. For instance, we have deals
in Hollywood but we also have deals in Sin-
gapore. We make movies in Bollywood, and
we make movies in China; we make movies
in the Middle East and are developing movies
for the Arabic marketplace. In Hollywood we
ended up with three partnerships that we felt
comfortable with at that time. We felt com-
fortable with Participant and their strategy.

But they have a dual bottom linewhere they’re
happy even if themovie doesn’tmakemoney
as long as it promotes the agenda they set out
to do. As themoney behind that, howdo you
go to the board of directors and say, “Well, the
movie didn’t do great but ...”
Borgerding: We’re not the money behind
Participant, we’re half of them. They put in
a dollar, we put in a dollar. I think, given the
conversations we have with Participant,
we’re on the same page when it comes to
financial returns. I think they’re as motivat-
ed as anyone else to make money.

Explain the status of theWarners relationship.
Borgerding: There are two aspects. One is
the DVD business, which is very interesting.
They’re doing a lot of games, a lot of great
intellectual property. So far on the film side
we’ve done one movie, (Robert Rodriguez’s)
“Shorts.” And we’re looking at other proj-
ects with them all the time. Sometimes they
send us projects that we don’t like, and
sometimes the ones that we want to be
involved in, they don’t want us — they have
a lot of partners — I guess they have some
sort of hierarchy.

Youhavetobeveryastuteaboutthatdevelop-
mentheirarchy.Howdoyoumakesureyou’renot
just seeingthedregsof thedevelopmentslate?
Borgerding: Well, you have a relationship
with Walter (Parkes) and Laurie (MacDon-
ald), that’s how I did it. When they want to

acquire something, we do it as a
partnership. There are very
few people that have real
development skills and
insight and track
records, where
you’re happy that
they’re going to
find the right stuff
and develop it in a
way that’s going to
make money.

What kind of projects
appeal to you?
Borgerding: We have
maybe five or six differ-
ent types of material
that we look to pro-
duce. With Walter and
Laurie, they can acquire
stuff and make very
high-end, very com-
mercial material. Our
producer Ashok Amritraj
— very much a foreign
sales, independent model —
attracts a certain type of
material. National Geo has its
very specific kind of material.
The problem for me in the film
industry now is not actually the
cost of making a movie but the
cost of marketing. Because people
now in Hollywood will structure
deals in ways to make the actual
making of the film much more rea-
sonable than it was when there was
all that money and it was just crazy.
Marketing is the problem because
it still costs $25-$35 million to
open a film here.

Butmore producers are
raising P&Aon their
own.
Borgerding: Yeah, but
it doesn’t reduce your
cost. And when the film
ends, the guy gets his

money back, but as a producer you’re still
sitting behind that. Studios feel like they
need to spend $30 million marketing a
movie because they need people in Texas to
say, “Oh, you were No. 1.” But each week
there can only be one. And everybody else,
you’re now swallowing all this cost.

What indication have you gotten fromDaniel
Battsek atNational Geographic about the kind
of films he’s going tomake?
Borgerding: I think the vision for National
Geographic Films is to make “Gandhi”/

“Dances With Wolves,” those types
of movies that are based on

true facts. We have a very
close relationship with
National Geographic and
were very happy to be a
part of their film divi-
sion. We have a joint
venture with them in the

Middle East, National
Geographic Abu Dhabi,

which is an Arabic version
of the TV channel. And
we’re almost certainly
going to launch the Arabic
version of their magazine.
The first movie we’re
doing is with Peter Weir.

Howmuchdo your backers
care about fundingprojects
that present theMiddle
East in apositive light?
Borgerding: That’s not an
agenda for them. The pri-
mary motivation for Ima-
genation is to develop the
media industry in Abu
Dhabi. Participant has an

office in Abu Dhabi, and
National Geographic has an

office there, and Walter and
Laurie have an office there
because we want to develop
skills in the Middle East. It’s not
something that happens in a
year. You need to have a gener-

ation of people that learn.
Egypt has a film industry,

but down in the Gulf
there is none. Fifty

or 60 years ago
they were living
in the desert
and they had no
money. There is
no institutional-
ized skill set,
so we’re devel-
oping it. ∂

A
fter more than 20 years with Disney, Edward Borgerding joined the fledgling
Abu Dhabi Media Co. in 2007 and helped launch its film division, Imagena-
tion Abu Dhabi,which has access to more than $1 billion. Borgerding has

since spearheaded a massive deal with Warner Bros. to develop films and video
games, as well as film development deals with producers Participant Media,
National Geographic, Ashok Amritraj’s Hyde Park, Parkes /Macdonald Prods. and
Singapore’s Media Development Authority. Borgerding talked with THR’s Matt
Belloni before heading to Cannes with Doug Liman’s “Fair Game.”
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almost certainly long-lasting,
effects on the people and econo-
my of the U.S. Gulf Coast.

“This is not a blame-game,”
Baldwin said. Asked if this pic
would take British Petroleum to
task for its key role in the acci-
dent, the actor said he thought
“everyone is to blame for this oil
thing, for our over-dependence
on it. Not just one company.”

The actor does see the project
as proseletizing for the environ-
ment: “I want to talk to the
world with this film. I want to
create the story of the impact
that then crescendos into moti-
vating people to be pro-active in
their own choices.”

To this end, Baldwin has
involved one of his old friends and
mentors, Paul Cohen, a filmmaker
and current director of Florida
State University’s Torchlight
Center — and crucially the mar-
keting brains behind the recent
international hit “The Cove” — as
an associate producer.

Also tangentially involved,
and perhaps the eventual narra-
tor of the pic, is Kevin Costner,
who, Baldwin said, has spent
some $25 million of his own
money to come up with the so-
called Costner Oil Separator. In
turn, this centrifuge invention,
which Costner worked on along
with his engineer brother, may
be brought to the attention of BP.

As the oil giant at the center of
the catastrophe in the Gulf, BP is
still racing against time to figure
out how to plug up, divert or oth-
erwise end the now three-week-
old river of oil which is already
destroying fish and fauna.

Baldwin already has shot some
aerial footage of the devastated
areas in south Louisiana but will
get down to business at the
beginning of June. He plans to
shoot for two months with most-
ly local crews and to finish editing

by the end of September — in
time to submit the opus to the
Sundance Film Festival next Jan-
uary. (One of the 65 movies he’s
been in as an actor, “The Usual
Suspects,” got its serendipitous
start at the Park City event.)

The actor makes no bones
about what he considers the
short-shrift given to the disas-
ter Down South by those who
could make a difference and
about what it sometimes takes
to get concrete things done.

Every A-lister went to Haiti
to man the phones or whatever
in the aftermath of the earth-
quake there, he pointed out; we

just haven’t seen them galva-
nized for this, just five years
after Katrina, Baldwin said.

“The important thing is that,
as a celebrity, I can walk into
Plaquemines Parish (one of the
coastal Louisiana areas most
devastated by this accident) and
get folks to pay attention, to pro-
vide access,” he said. “This proj-
ect is my greatest passion.”

In fact, Baldwin has for the
moment put on hold another
passion project, a feature film
he’s been developing, and which
he would likely direct and pro-
duce: Called “Water Moon,” it’s
a redemptive tale involving a
father who loses his own daugh-
ter (during Katrina) but whose
own devastated life is eventually
salvaged by another child.

As for the money to make the
environmental doc, that too came
about serendipitously. It involved
a series of fortuitous encounters
which led eventually to his meet-
ing one Frank Levy, an ex-oil man
turned investor who now lives in
the Crescent City. ∂

‘Drill’
continued from page 1
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in Germany. Summit will be
releasing the film stateside.
Constantin, which is producing
“Musketeers” together with
Anderson’s Impact Pictures,
have German rights.

“It was the jewel in the Cannes
crown this year, it had all the ele-
ments we needed,” David Garrett,

president of Summit Internation-
al told THR, saying Summit will
close pre-sales for “Musketeers”
for all major territories worldwide
by the end of the market.

The deal memos also pilled up
for Summit’s other big pre-pro-
duction titles: Juan Antonio
Bayona’s English-language
debut, “The Impossible,” star-
ring Naomi Watts and Ewan
McGregor, and the Kate Hud-
son-topped romantic comedy

“Something Borrowed.”
Nigel Green’s Entertainment

Film Distributors acquired
“Borrowed” for the U.K. in one
of several major territory deals
on the Alcon Entertainment-
produced title. Luke Greenfield
is directing the picture — the
story of a young Manhattan
attorney who gets involved with
her best friend’s fiancé.

“Impossible,” is based on a true
story of events that took place in

Thailand in 2004 after the tsuna-
mi hit the coast. Bayona wrote
the screenplay together with his
“The Orphanage” collaborator
Sergio G. Sanchez. Warner Bros.
has Spanish rights to the Sum-
mit-produced picture, which will
be released through the compa-
ny’s international output deals
including E1 in the U.K. and
Canada, TMG in Germany,
Nordisk in Scandinavia and IDC
in Latin America. ∂

Summit
continued from page 1

“I want to create the story
of the impact that then
crescendos into motivating
people to be pro-active in
their own choices.”

— Stephen Baldwin

By Jay A. Fernandez

Berkeley Square Films is
dipping into “Depravity.”

Co-written by “Mystic
River” author Dennis Lehane
and BSF’s Paul Tamasy,
“Depravity” leads a slate that
includes the original drama
“Bullet” and an adaptation of
the Richie Farrell novel “What’s
Left of Us.” Channing Tatum is
attached to star in the latter, a
look at seven days in the life of a
junkie suffering through detox.

“Berkeley Square’s mantra is
to go back to the 1970’s
approach to filmmaking, where
the artists have complete cre-
ative autonomy while still
ensuring that the money actu-
ally makes it to the screen rather
than into the studio’s pockets,”
said Tamasy. “We will focus on
smart independent films with
strong commercial hooks and
tightly controlled budgets that
you can hang a campaign on.”

“Depravity,” which Tamasy

will also direct, details what
happens when three psychotics
cross paths with three regular
people in a battle of wills.

Written by Eric Johnson
from a story originated with
Tamasy, “Bullet” tells the tale
of a 12-year-old boy who finds
a lost greyhound in the woods
and recruits a disgraced trainer
to turn it into a champion racer.
Farrell, a former heroin addict
who directed the documentary
“High on Crack Street: Lost
Lives in Lowell,” will adapt his
own gritty novel, “What’s Left
of Us,” based on a true story.

In addition to Tamasy, the
recently launched Berkeley
Square Films Ltd. counts Daniel
Figuero, Justin Howard,
Stephen Metcalfe and John
Tibbs as partners. “Star Wars”
actor Mark Hamill provides
creative input for the company
as a board member.

The company’s first produc-
tion is “The Black Pearl,” which
Hamill will direct. ∂

BSF craves ‘Depravity’

By Scott Roxborough

“Armadillo,” Janus Metz’s
Critics Week documentary
about Danish soldiers in
Afghanistan, has set off a
firestorm of political debate in
its home country, with the
Danish defense minister being
called to explain the allegations
raised by the film.

Denmark’s talk-show and
pundit circuit lit up after an
“Armadillo” screening in
Copenhagen for politicians and
journalists Monday. While
Denmark’s extreme right wing
parties are hailing the film as a

heroic depiction of their boys in
battle, forces on the left are
using it to strengthen their
argument for a pull-out of
Danish troops from the region.

Metz told THR that the film
“doesn’t push a political mes-
sage down anyone’s throat,”
adding that he hoped it would
be a “bomb that would set off
debate on the issue of the war.”

That already seems to be
happening. The Danish army,
which screened “Armadillo” for
before its Cannes premiere, is
commissioning an official
inquiry into the behavior of the
soldiers in the film. ∂

‘Armadillo’ fires up Danish debate
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‘‘THIS IS THE MAN!”
(Barak Obama)

Tomorrow you will find out who this man really is.

You will find out about the trajectory of a boy born in the outback of 

Northeastern Brazil, the country's poorest area, who became a great union 

leader, and was elected President of Latin America's biggest country, 

being considered today as one of the most influential worldwide leaders.
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Leconte also had help from
journalist Stephen Smith, who
served as historical consultant
on the project.

“It was more a producer’s
project than an auteur’s project at
first, the opposite of most French
films — where an auteur goes to
the producer to try to get the film
made and the producer just
serves the auteur,” Leconte said.

Leconte himself wears both
hats as a director and producer, so
the fact that a “producer’s proj-
ect” like Carlos became an auteur
film worthy of Festival de Cannes
selection status proves that the
crossover isn’t impossible.

After that,“I got the money
together relatively quickly,” he
says.“Carlos” is co-produced by
Germany’s Egoli and Tossell and
received funding from Studio-
canal in addition to French TV
groups Canal Plus, CineCinema,
TV5 Monde, BETV plus govern-
ment body the CNC and French
film funds the Procirep and Angoa
International Sales Studiocanal.

However, Leconte’s initial
choice for director, Radu
Mihaileanu, pulled out of the
project.

Leconte was in talks at the
time with Gallic auteur Olivier
Assayas about another project
the two were meant to work on.
Leconte and Assayas met over
lunch one day. “I said to Olivier:
Have you seen ‘Syriana’? Why
aren’t we doing this? Why
aren’t you doing this?,” he

remembers. Assayas responded:
“Because nobody’s ever asked
me to.” One month later, Lecon-
te offered him the directing
position. Assays penned the
script alongside Dan Franck.

The rest is history — or rather,
fictionalized history. “Carlos,”
told in three 90-minute seg-
ments, focuses on Venezuelan
terrorist Ilich Ramirez Sanchez,
a revolutionary who was arrest-
ed by French police after leading
a terrorist op that raided the
OPEC headquarters in 1975.

“I wanted to use fiction to
explore the complex character
on different levels, but my initial
worry was that people would see
the film as an apology for Car-
los,” Leconte said. Leconte cer-
tainly knows his terrorists. In his
journalist days, he interviewed
Yasser Arafat, George Habash,
Abul Abbas and even got a con-

fession out of Markus Wolf. “All
of the biggest tyrants on the
planet were seducers,” he said.
“There’s a moment where these
characters make people believe
what they’re saying.”

The project was filmed in five
languages — French, German,
English, Spanish and Arabic —
and in 11 different countries for
92 days from February through
July 2009. Production had to stop
for three weeks in the middle of
shooting to allow actor Edgar
Ramirez to put on the necessary
weight his character needed for
the final sequences. The film also
required a large-scale multi-city
casting process simultaneously in
Paris, Berlin, Beirut, Madrid,
Damascus, Amman, Jordan, and
Khartoum so that each character
was played by an actor of the
appropriate nationality.

While the miniseries lasts 5
1/2 hours, “Carlos” also has
been adapted to a film version
that lasts 2 1/2 hours.

“ ’Carlos’ is made for both TV

and cinema — to me, there is no
difference,” he said. “The Ameri-
cans are really the example of the
efficiency of this strategy. U.S.
fiction today is of exceptional
quality. TV writing inspires and
changes movie writing.”

In the U.S., major filmmakers
aren’t afraid or ashamed to show
off their talents in small-screen
formats. In France, however,
according to Leconte,“TV is con-
sidered to be below cinema.” The
process of combining big-screen
auteur talent with small-screen
fare has been much slower.

Leconte is hoping that the
success of “Carlos” will change
this and convince the French TV
networks to engage in ambitious
projects, and convince French
auteurs to accept jobs directing
for TV. “Symbolically, it was very
important that Olivier Assayas
did this movie. His name is asso-
ciated with auteur cinema.”

So why did Thierry Fremaux
choose to screen the entire
miniseries in Cannes when a
shorter more audience-friendly
version already exists?

“Thierry Fremaux knew he
needed to show all 5 1/2 hours to
create a sensation,” he said.
“Putting the whole series in
official selection is a way to
launch a debate.” ∂

‘Carlos’
continued from page 2

filmmakers wanted to mark the
exact spot in Cannes where the
script was optioned in 2007.

The movie is life imitating
art/art imitating life and is
Cannes to the core.

Shot in London and France
for less than $100,000, the film
is based on real events. And May
18th also marks the sixth
anniversary of the day Hurn
first met his wife in Cannes,
who inspired the true story.

The movie details the story of
a stressed-out marketing exec-
utive who is challenged to sell
the unsellable product,
prompting a chance meeting
with a free-spirited French
seductress Malika (Dray) who
promises to change his life for-
ever — providing he keeps her
identity a secret.

“We wanted to have the
award here to wave it around
and see if we can attract a sales
agent to help us,” Hurnsaid.
“Now we’ll have to do it with-
out that prop.” ∂

‘Pray’
continued from page 2

but was cagey about disclosing
any plot points. He would only
hint that the story hinged on a
“large object from outer space
approaching Earth” that affects
the planet’s inhabitants.

Zentropa Denmark is produc-
ing Melancholia together with
Slot Machine in France, Zentropa
International in Cologne, Swe-
den’s Memfis Film and Trollhat-
tan Film. Meta Louise Foldager,
who produced “Antichrist,” and
Louise Vesth (“Zoomers“) will
produce. TrustNordisk is han-
dling sales. ∂

‘Melancholia’
continued from page 2

which, he said, was in keeping
with the pace and the rhythms
of the monastic life. The film is
based on a true story; the
monks were eventually taken
hostage by Islamic fundamen-
talists in 1996 and were killed in
mysterious circumstances.

“When, say, I look at a Paul
Greengrass film, I can only
stand that for 25 seconds. Then
I have an epileptic fit.”

“Speed, speed, speed ...
enough. I think people are intel-
ligent and can get it. I wouldn’t
change the rhythm of the pic-
ture at all — no jump cuts, no
fast clips.”

In fact, so closely did the
French auteur want to conjure the

life and convey the spirituality of
these monks that he took himself
off for a monastic-like retreat
himself in order to get closer to
“the beauty of their faith.” But, he
added wryly, “O.K., I broke down
at one point and put on a DVD
with Russell Crowe.”

Although much has been
written about how the monks
interacted with the villagers and
how they came to be abducted
and killed, the helmer choose to
deal with the ending in a less
direct way.

“I had decapitated bodies,
models made, but then I knew
that was ridiculous. Then unex-
pectedly, it snowed.” That, in
effect, gave the filmmaker an
opportunity to shoot the final
scene using nature as a back-
drop, the whiteness almost as a
metaphor. ∂

Beauvois
continued from page 2
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As the Marche du Film enters
the home stretch Wednesday,
there is reticence on both sides
to be the ones to come out and
say the marketplace is on its
uppers. Certainly fewer and
fewer sellers are hollering about
North American sales.

The usual North American
power buyers, including IFC
Films, Phase 4 Films and Sony
Pictures Classics, had made it
through Tuesday without
pulling out their wallets.

SPC is circling Mike Leigh’s
“Another Year” and already
struck a pre-emptive deal for
Stephen Frears’ “Tamara
Drewe” ahead of Cannes.

Newbies such as Red Flag
Releasing (“8: The Mormon
Proposition”) and Oscilloscope
Laboratories (”Howl”), also
have yet to splash the cash. But
another new guy on the block,
Olive Films, opened its wallet,
picking up a raft of titles. In
addition to Danish film “R,”
which Olive snatched from
TrustNordisk, the company did
a major package deal with Ger-
many’s The Match Factory.
Olive grabbed North American
rights from Match for Semih
Kaplanoglu’s “Yusuf Trilogy”:
“Yumurta” (Egg) and “Sut”
(Milk) and Berlin Golden Bear
winner “Bal,” (Honey), as well
as last yearπs Berlin winner
“The Milk of Sorrow” from
Peruvian director Claudia Llosa
and San Sebastian favorite “Me
Too” from directors Alvaro Pas-
tor and Antonio Naharro.

“There are some gems out
there that we’re going to be going
after,” said Oscilloscope’s David
Fenkel. “You’ll see. There will be
plenty of deals over the next
month. It is a quieter year but
that’s not because there aren’t
good films. The big companies
aren’t going after these movies
right now, and that is what typi-
cally creates a lot of excitement.”

Pre-Cannes, agency sales reps

essentially shrugged at the
potential for domestic deals, rec-
ognizing that shifts in the rhythm
of the industry have made the
Cannes market even less impor-
tant for domestic sales.

Whereas the 2008 Cannes
featured high-profile titles with
U.S. distribution rights avail-
able, such as “Two Lovers,”
“Che” and “Synecdoche, New
York,” there aren’t as many
“substantial” titles available
this year. CAA is repping Inar-
rituπs “Biutiful,” which is one
of the few pictures that seems
destined for a domestic deal,
but it sold Doug Limanπs “Fair
Game” to Summit in the lead-
up to the festival.

“The buyers are being very
conservative,” said Julie Sultan,
Peace Arch Entertainment’s
president of international sales
and distribution. “They are
being very thoughtful with their
selections.”

At the same time that U.S.
buyers are feeling less and less
compelled to make early deals,
foreign buyers are busy. Ish.

U.S. sales, finance and produc-
tion banner Myriad Pictures jet-
ted into Cannes with late sales
slate addition “Margin Call,”
starring Kevin Spacey and
Zachary Quinto. Cassian Elwes is
handling domestic for the bank-
ing crisis thriller and Myriad has
already struck deals for the pic-
ture in Germany, the Middle East,
Turkey, Romania, Yugoslavia and
Latin America for pay TV.

“Buyers have gone for it
because it is truly timely and is a
film about what is happening
now,” Myriad president Kirk
D’Amico said.

Make no mistake, while market
attendees are not shouting “the
good times are back” there is an
air of quiet calm if you come with
a good script, talent attached and
reasonable budget levels.

So while French company
MK2 CEO Nathanael Karmitz
thinks there are fewer films in
the market overall “and hardly
any interesting indie titles from
the U.S.,” Karmitz said interna-

tional sales are positive.
MK2 scored pre-sales for Wal-

ter Salles’ “On the Road” to Icon
in the U.K. and Australia, Cineart
in Belgium and Concorde Tele
Munchen in Germany. German
sales agent Telepool sold four
films ≠ “Cargo,” “The Door,”
“Mein Kampf” and Tribeca win-
ner “When We Leave” to Mongrel
for Canada; two (“Cargo,” “The
Door”) to Seven Sept for France
and two (“Cargo,” “Mein
Kampf”) to CCV for Scandinavia.

Ramy Choi, director of acqui-
sitions and deistribution for
Jackie Chan International,
reported brisk sales for Chan’s
most recent picture, “Little Big
Soldier,” as well as the new slate
of movies in which he will star
and/or produce. “Soldier” went
to the U.K.’s Shadow Box Media
Group as well as Italy’s One
Movie SRL, France’s Metropoli-
tan Filmexport, Benelux’s Splen-
did Film and Japan’s Presidio. His
upcoming star turn in “Drunken
Master 1945” attracted buys from
Shadowbox, the Middle East’s
Gulf Film, and distributors in
Vietnam, Thailand and

Malaysia/Brunei. The Chan-
produced “The Break-Up Artist,”
starring Lin Peng, went to Shad-
owbox, One Movie and a host of
Middle East and Asian buyers.
New company Shadowbox,
which is building up its DVD
library, and Gulf Film also took
rights to such future Chan titles
as “Cambodia Landmine,” “Tiger
Mountain” and “Manhattan.”

Confidence could also do
with a boost if Japan showed
any signs of being back at the
top tables.

“Unfortunately, Japan has
become an inward-looking ter-
ritory. Because local, less
expensive productions seem to
be working at the boxoffice
there, the buyers are not here
spending lots on U.S. product
anymore,” one North American
sales executive said.

So while most agree that
while the days of headline grab-
bing deals seem to a part of
Cannes’ past, the good times
may yet return.
Rebecca Leffler and Scott

Roxborough contributed to
this report.

Market
continued frompage 1
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t’aime” and “New York,
I Love You,” says they will
take the producers of omnibus
feature “Love Berlin – How
We Met” to trial for infringe-
ment of copyright and unfair
competition. The “Love Berlin”
principles - Visitor Pictures,
Sherazade Films, and the Very
Useful Co. – are preparing a
counter suit against Benbihy.

On Tuesday, a court repre-
sentative served “Love Berlin”
world sales agent Telepool a
notice of seizure, the first step
in a possible trial, said
Sebastien Haas, the lawyer
who successfully represented
Benbihy in a similar case
against French producer
Claudie Ossard in 2006.

However, since “Love
Berlin” has not yet begun pro-
duction, there was very little to
seize. Telepool said the repre-
sentative took a photo of their
stand in Cannes and a copy of
the flyer the company is using
to promote the film.

“He asked me if we had pre-
sold the film anywhere, I told
him no,” Telepool exec Irina
Ignatiew told THR. “Then he
took the flyer and left. But it is

still business as usual. We are
still discussing the project with
buyers and advertising it here
in Cannes.”

Benbihy claims the produc-
ers of “Love Berlin” are rip-
ping off his “Love Cities”
omnibus format, in which a
series of directors shoot short
films on the theme of love,
relationships and encounters
taking place in the film’s title
city. A number of the “Love
Berlin” producers were
involved in either “Paris
Je t’aime” or “New York,
I Love You.”

Benbihy is currently putting
together financing for versions
of his “Love” format set in
Shanghai, Jerusalem and Rio
and claims having another
love-themed city project out
there creates “consumer con-
fusion.”

The people behind “Love
Berlin” say the project is sub-
stantially different from the
format and say they will file a
countersuit demanding dam-
ages from Benbihy.

Directors Shekhar Kapur,
Neil LaBute and Oren Mover-
man have joined the “Love
Berlin” project. Shooting is
planned for later this year,
assuming the legal issues are
sorted out first. ∂

‘Love’
continued frompage 1

“The buyers are being
very conservative.
They are being very
thoughtful with
their selections.”

— Peace Arch Entertainment’s
Julie Sultan

For the return of Roger Ebert's
Computer. AMac Book Pro that he
uses to speakwith. It was left in a
taxi at the Carlton Hotel in Cannes,
Sunday,May 16, inside a brown tote
bag. Also containsmini-speakers
and a black sweater. Please call the
Hotel Splendid: 0497-06-22-22.

REWARD
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1. Ryan Gosling givesMichelle Williams a squeeze at
Tuesday’s “Blue Valentine” photocall at the Palais ;  2.  “Of
God & Men” helmer Xavier Beauvois gets a wet one from
actor Lambert Wilson;  3.  Director Pablo Trapero and
Martina Gusman from “Carancho” attend  the “Outrage”
premiere;  4. Cannes general delegate Thierry Fremaux ,
left, chats with director Stephen Frears at the “Tamara
Drewe” photocall; 5. Designer Christian Louboutin vamps
with some leggy Loubi’s Angels;   6. Naomi Watts; 7.
Cannes president Tim Burton and Isabelle
Huppert;  8, 9:  Fan Bing Bing is
dressed to the nines in a detailed
white gown while Adriana
Karembeu, right,  dons  a
shimmery, gray number for
the red-carpet premiere of
“Biutiful”; 10.  Director
Alejandro Gonzalez
Inarritu, right, gets cheeky
with his star, Javier Bardem.
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MAKING 
THE SCENE

Director Ivan Fund, from left,
joins actorsEva Bianco, Victoria Raposo and

Santiago Loza at the photocall for “Los Labios.”

>

<A suit-wearing
bovine and quartet
of naughty nurses

are crazy for
“Mad Cow,” 
a  spoof on 

the zombie-
horror movie. 
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Helmer Oliver Schmitzand actors Lerato
Mvelase, Khomotso Manyakaand  Harriet

Manamelameet the press with “Life, Above All”
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< Juliette Binoche  and
directorAbbas Kiarostami
(below) glam for the cam 

at the “Certified Copy”
photocall at the Palais.
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LIFE WAS BEAUTIFUL Monday night on the well-trod red car-
pet as Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu lent a supporting hand to his
star, Javier Bardem. Their new film “Biutiful” may be set in the
slums of Barcelona, but pounding the pavement in front of the
Palais, it was a night for glamorous — and voluminous — gowns
as actresses Fan Bing Bing and Adriana Karembeu showed off
yards and yards of style. For jury president Tim Burton, who was
accompanied by last year’s jury head Isabelle Huppert, it all must
have look like just another curious adventure in wonderland.

— Gregg Kilday

A trip to ‘Biutiful’

THR.com/cannes
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